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Wright Slate's administration has proposed a student fee increase to the Board of
Trustees that raises undergraduate and graduate tuition. The proposal seeks the maximum limit set by the Ohio Legislature —
five percent of existing tuition.
The plan was set before trustees this
morning.
Under the proposal, an undergraduate
student at WSU would pay SI.078 per quarter for tuition beginning this summer. Graduate students would pay S1.363.
In 1992 a 5.11 percent increase raised
undergraduate tuition from $2,934 to the
current S3.081 per year. If the proposed
increase passes, the price will rise to $3,234
per year.
According to Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs Joanne Risacher. the increase is needed.
"We need to assure that we can maintain
the quality of education for the students and
do some enhancement of the campus."
Risacher said. "We need the dollars to do
this."
Risacher said the Board recently passed
a resolution keeping WSU at the tuition
midpoint among state universities in Ohio.
According to Ohio Student Association
figures. WSU ranked eighth among 13 state
universities in tuition last year.
"Most universities will go to the cap: we
would also have to do this to maintain our
midpoint position." Risacher said.
According to a statement from WSU
President Harley Flack's office, the proposed budget considerations for the 1994-95
year include the completion of the Student
Union, additional funds for Disability Services. scholarships, increased matching funds
for Perkins Loans and other financial aid
packages, work-study augmentation, growth
s e e " Tu i t i o n "
continued on page 6
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Appercourt orders WSU to
disclose all lab animal care records
iiy GINA V. GOMEZ
Special Writer
Wright State will appeal a
larch 14 order from the Greene
ounty Court of Appeals to turn
>ves "all records in any form"
oncerning its care and treatment
>f animals used in laboratory re-earch.
"While we are disappointed the
• uling was not in our favor, we will
.omply within the guidelines that
were established." said University
spokeswoman Lynnettc Heard.
"Yes, we will be appealing, but we
will also comply based on those
requirements."
The decision handed down by
Judges Thomas Grady, William
Wolf Jr. and Mike Fain culminated nearly two years of litigation between WSU and the animal
rights group Save Pets from Abuse
Research and
Euthanasia
(SPARE).
"The lawsuit was filed July 1.
1992. We've just been going back
and forth," said Shawn Thomas,
an attorney for SPARE.

The case centered on the definition of a public record. While
WSU released some documents,
the university contended certain
documents were exempt under federal confidentiality laws which prohibit the release of "trade secrets"
and identification of clients and
private sources of funding.
The court- ruled, "The federal
statute does not make any information confidential or create any
^classification on its own terms.
Some other substantive provision
... must first confer the status of
confidentiality on the information."
Heard said, "As always we want
to protect the proprietary information surrounding research ... between the university and any prifile photo
vate corporations and any private
corporation or entity that has re- This cat is one of the laboratory animals whose records Wright State must release.
quested anonymity."
the university's research proceThomas sees this ruling as ben- what a record is. I think it has a that these were not records." said
dures.
efiting not only animal rights or- greater meaning for the citizenry Thomas.
Shawn Thomas said SPARE is
Dean of Graduate Studies Joganizations but the general public because many public bodies were
considering an appeal for attorney
refusing to give the public pre- seph Thomas. WSU's associate
as well.
fees
not awarded by the appeals
"On a larger scale this was a liminary drafts, memorandums, vice president for research, said he
court.
first case in Ohio to ever define notes and things like that, saying is unsure how the ruling will effect

State gives WSU $150,000 to serve disabled students
The Ohio Senate approved a
$150,000 allocation to Wright
State's Office of Disability Services as part of a budget correction
bill March 31.
The bill, which aids the office
in maintaining services lost when
the U.S. Department of Education
failed to approve a SI.2 million
grant, was sent to Gov. George

Voinovich for his signature.
The loss of the federal grant
caused the elimination of test procuring services, adapted athletic
programs and adapted computer
lab assistance. Reductions in taped
textbook and attendant care services also resulted from the grant
loss.
WSU President Harley Flack,

in a statement released by Public
Relations, said the university appreciates the state allocation.
"We arc deeply grateful to our
local legislators and supporters who
understood the critical services provided by this office." he said. "The
funds provided by the state ... will
be used to continue high quality
services for students with disabili-

Organization on Disability/JC
ties at WSU.
"We believe that the state has Penney award for working with
recognized the valuable role the people with disabilities. The award
university plays in preparing stu- was given to the university for addents with disabilities for their ca- dressing the issue of job experience.
According to a WSU press rereers and their future." Flack said.
The American Association of lease. the office places more than 30
State Colleges and Universities students in job sites across the Mirecently commended Disability ami Valley and the state every sumServices with the AASCU/National mer.

Meetings & Events
THURSDAY, APRIL 7
• 1994 Contemporary Human
Resource Lecture Series:
"Diversity: An Evolution,"
sponsored by Right
Associates and WSU's
Department of
Management. Speaker:
William Castle of Xerox
Corporation. 11:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m., Medical Science
Auditorium; reception
follows. RSVP: Dr. Wendt,
873-2468. For information
call Barbara Roberts at 8732290 or 236-4073.
• Video: The Land Before
Time. Showing in The
Rathskellar, 4 p.m. Also

showing April 8 at 5 p.m.
National Issues Forum: "The
Boundaries of Free
Speech: How free is
too free?"
with
moderator
James
Sayer. 7
p.m.. 155
University Center.
• Artist Series: Awadagin Pratt,
pianist. Creative Arts Center,
p.m. Tickets: 873-2900.
1

FRIDAY, APRIL 8
• YMCA Travel & Adventure
Series, Medical Sciences
Auditorium, 7 p.m.

1

Seminar on microbiology and
immunology: 10:30 a.m.,
230 Millett Hall.

SATURDAY
APRIL 9
• UCB table tennis
clinic. Student
Union billiards room, 11 a.m.
Tournament on April 16. To
register call 873-2900.
> CPR & First Aid Training: 9
a.m., 155 University Center.
Registration limited: call 8732900.

SUNDAY, APRIL 10
»University Art Galleries

presents artwork by Kimmerly
Kiser and David Leach.
Exhibit consists of sculpture,
painting, printmaking and
drawing. Opening reception in
the main gallery of the
Creative Arts Center 5:30
p.m. to 7 p.m. Exhibit runs
through May 15. Free.
UCB Battle of the Bands:
McLin Gym, 7 p.m.

Otey, University of Virginia.
235B Biological Sciences
Building, 11 a.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 12
• UCB presents comedian
Ron Pearson: 7:30 p.m..
Crossroads Cafeteria in the
University Center.

MONDAY, APRIL 11

WEDNESDAY, APRIL
13

> Professional Staff Advisory
Council: Harbage Room,
Dunbar Library, 3 p.m.
• Anatomy seminar: "Structural
and Signaling Functions of
Integrins in Focal Adhesions."
Guest speaker. Dr. Carol

• Alpha Omega Alpha Honor
Medical Society initiation
and dinner: 6 p.m.. King
Cole restaurant downtown
Dayton. RSVP by April 11:
873-2972.
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Commission prepares
to supervise elect?
SEC commissioner
releases election
information
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
The Student Assembly voted
unanimously April I to confirm
two nominations to the Student
Elections Commission made by
Commissioner Tresa Barlagc.
The vote grants the SEC full
independence from Student Government and increases the probability that elections for student
president, vice president and SG
representatives will occur as scheduled before the end of spring quarter.
Jason Bash, a second-year English major and junior chemistry
majorTangela Monroe were nominated by Barlage. Both students
live on-campus. Monroe is a community adviser for the Oak-MaplePine residence halls.
In a written statement to the
Assembly, Barlagc said, "These
are people who I can work well
with and who are very responsible.

I feel that the three 01
ng
together, can have a sui
ction."
Bash told The Guardiait he
looks forward to serving under
Barlage.
Monroe could not be reached
for comment at press time.
On Monday Barlage revealed
the schedule for campus-wide elections:
Candidate packets will be available in the Student Organizations
and Leadership Development office in the Student Union beginning April 8. On April 15, candidate signature petitions become
available.
Following a mandatory SEC
meeting for candidates April 20.
the campaign officially kicks off
April 25.
Barlage said she has not yet
scheduled public debates between
candidates.
Ballot polls open in Allyn
Lounge and the University Center
Crossroads Cafeteria May 2. Voting continues through May 4.
Within 24 hours after polls
close, winning candidates will receive notice of their victories.

DARK STAR

CRIME REPORT

BOOKS & COMICS

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
THEFT
March 29: Bryan Hauf.
New Carlisle, reported the
theft of his backpack and
contents worth $240 from the
Student Union game room.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
March 28: A faculty
member reported she and
another faculty member received threats. Police have
one suspect.
A faculty member received threats while on the
phone. There is one suspect.

Dark Star I
237 Xenia Ave (Kl.
Yellow Springs
767-9400

Starting off in a program of
studies can be difficult for underclassmen.
With that idea in mind, students from the College of Engineering and Computer Sciences
designed an advisory mentoring
program for early college students.
Potential students in the program get to talk to upperclass mentors about the college, in order to
help prepare them for what opportunities lie ahead.
"This is the third year," said Nn
Schneider, coordinator of the program. "It's basically a fall program, but we'll be starting in winter."
During the fall, all CECS departments get together in various
functions to acquaint underclassmen with the program. Schneider
said CECS members plan everything from meetings to casual gettogethers.
Schneider said the college star s
recruiting its members as soon as
possible.
"The college office helps us a
lot," she said. "They' II give us a list

427-3213

Call 754-1944
INNOVATIVE TELE COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.

Meney

MENACING
March 28: A Hamilton
Hall resident reported being
harassed in the Hall's lobby.
There is one suspect.

Do y©u

4

need some?

T guess we just have a very active
X group of students ... I feel very fortunate to have such an energetic group of
students."
—James Brandeberrv
would find out some information
on the college." Schneider said.
"They'll be trying tofindout if the
program is for them and on the flip
side, if il is not for them and how to
get out."
James Brandeberry, dean of
CECS. said the mentoring program
is a benefit for the college.
"I guess we just have a very
active group of students," he said.
"I feel very fortunate to have such
an energetic group of students."
Brandeberry mentioned an instance where a mentor was able to
convince a student to stay at WSU;
Schneider also told of a similar
situation.
Brandeberry said the mentoring
program is a great help to him.
"They do an awful lot of things,"
he said. "Everything a dean could
ask."

293-7307

Dark Star III
1273 N. (airfield Kd
Fairfield Pla/a • Beavercrcek

Private Funding Sources Atg Available.
Personalized Report.
Age, Grades, Income Not Always a Factor.

66

of everybody coming to Wright
State in the fall with an interest in
the College (CECS)."
Schneider said future students
are asked to fill out cards listing
their interests; then they are paired
up with student mentors.
Schneider said the number oi
students involved in mentoring has
been getting stronger as the program goes on. The first year, she
said, there were about 100 students
involved, and last year there were
almost 200.
"There's an almost 1.5 to 1 ratio of mentors to prot^gds,"
Schneider said. "My favorite ratio
would be one-to-one, but I don't
think that's possible," she added.
The mentors help answer any
questions or try to solve any problems their protdgtSs may have.
"Hopefully, the freshmen

Dark Star II
1410 W. Dorothy Lane
Hills * Dales S C. • Kettering

0 ] FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE [ 0

Mentor program aids engineering
students in planning college careers
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
StalT Writer
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Opinion

t your voice be heard in Columbus

Tired of tuition and fee increases? Mad
about your student services being cut? Is
your collegc debt growing because the
federal and state govemmenLs trimmed
education dollars ratherthan fat from their
budgets?
On April 13, students from all over
Ohio will gather on the steps of the Statehouse in Columbus in a show of numbers
and unity. This "Student Lobby Day."
sponsored by the Ohio Student Association and state universities' student governments, is a chance to shake up the

legislators in their den, so to speak.
After a briefing on lobbying etiquette
and Ohio student issues, participants will
gather on the capitol steps for an hourlong rally.
Then, small groups of students can
meet with legislators from their schools'
areas and have a chance to quiz them on
their views toward student issues and
policymaking.
Wright State students who wish to
attend the lobbying event must immediately contact Student Government Vice

President Toby Pinkerton, OSA's WSU
liaison. Call him at 873-5508.
In one of the earliest and most famous
political cartoons, Benjamin Franklin
protrayed a snake divided into 13 parts,
representing the 13 American colonies.
The cartoon's captionread,"Join or Die."
The same applies to students today.
They can voice their concerns or tliey can
sit back and gripe — and pay — and
continue to have no effective means of
attracting theirlawmakers' attentions. Students can either join — or die.

The forecast for yesterday is: no tomorrow
it did not change the fact it felt more
like a gathering and not a bash.
Some more events happened that
made me realize my time there was
Maybe Thomas Wolfe had a point.
over. Finis. Kaput. I left the next mornOver spring break, I took a drive up
ing without much ado. I did not feel
to my alma mater. Central Michigan
like saying good-bye, because I felt as
University in Mount Pleasant, Mich. It
if I really had not been there.
was myfirsttrip to the mountain town,
Driving home made me think about
as it is called, since I began my graduthe lesson I had learned. When we try
ate work here.
to recapture the past and make it our
It just might have been my last.
present, we realize that maybe the past
Why do we seem to have an obseswas not so hot after all.
sion with the past? Why do we make
The words to Steely Dan's My Old
often futile attempts at recreating our
School suddenly made sense.
own history by trying to put together
,
When I headed back last Sunday,
elements of a prior age? Is nostalgia
I actually looked forward to arriving
that invigorating?
left the next morning with at my empty apartment. As much as
It was not the school itself I am
out much ado. I did not feel I have verbally attacked Ohio, as
talking about It is the life I led while
there. Why was I foolish enough to like saying goodbye, because I Michiganders are apt to do, I felt
comfortable here for the first time.
think nothing would have changed?
felt as if I really had not been
Maybe it is because I am dealing
It takes me about two hours to get
with the fact my past in Michigan is
to the CMU campus from my metro there.
just that, a past. My present is here.
Detroit residence. The drive up
Perhaps we yearn for times more
seemed nothing special, except for
My old roommates, with whom I innocent, when things seemed more
the anticipation of how my friends at
this now- foreign institution would re- resided for three years had a party that free to us. That may be what makes us
night. That was not unusual. Our apart- wax nostalgic. We leave older songs
act to me.
This was not a surprise visit on my ment was a hot party spot for a couple on the radio, even though we may have
behalf, but it was the first time I would years on campus. It was a good way to hated them when we first heard them.
be a guest in the town I called home for meet the local police force. I expected We visit the old neighborhood, refuse
mr J of the same since I was up for the to throw away old clothes, look through
four years.
yearbooks and do other things like that
One of the purposes of making the visit.
Perhaps this is why I have learned to try to remember who we once were.
trip was to watch the gymnastics team
compete. As areporterfor the newspa- not to expect too much. Maybe it was If we get the chance to relive history,
per at Central last year, I followed the me, but the party seemed to lack the we jump at iL
Which is a shame. The present and
teamfromthe veryfirstpractice to the luster they used to have.
Saturday nights usually meant a fun future are far too interesting to let what
year-end team banquet, giving it more
coverage than it had ever received. time to be had by all. That simply we had done muddle them up.
Wolfe was right.
wasn't the case. Even with a lot of
That was what I was told.
You can't go home again.
The first indication I was no longer friends I haven't seen in a while there.

BY SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer

truly welcome in that town was when
the assistant coach did not even recognize me when I came up to congratulate her after the meet Considering the
praise I received about my articles on
the team last year from them, this was
truly a shot at my ego. Granted, I was
just the press, but at least I expected
some sign of recognition. We were on
strong terms while I was covering the
team.
Maybe I let it bother me too much,
but what happened that evening was
the clincher.

I
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UFO cover
up: fact or
science
fiction?
Washington, D.C., has always been
surrounded by scandalous investigations.
The media has certainly done its job
in keeping the public up-to-date on
such affairs as Watergate, Iran-Contra,
the Clarence Thomas hearings and the
current Whitewater investigation.
However, the media has paid little
attention to the General Accounting
Office'slatest investigation: the coverup of a crashed spacecraft in New
A MOLE.
—
Mexico in 1947.
What makes this Congressional inAuthors of The Truth about the UFO
1
It
is
easy
to
see
why
U.S.
Senator
vestigation so unique is the spacecraft note* somereportsare hard to disCrash at Roswell, CapL Kevin Randle
credit The account of the UFO crash Steve Schiff (R-N.M.) has seen itfitto
is believed to be extraterrestrial.
pursue a GAO investigation on the and Donald Schmitt, will speak at
near
Roswell,
N.M.,
is
such
a
case.
Seeing how the media is quick to
Zimmer Auditorium on the University
The Roswell case is by far the most matter. I urge all interested and conridicule governmental spending and
of Cincinnati campus on Saturday,
cerned
citizens
to
contact
our
represenoperations, I find it hard to believe that investigated case in ufology, perhaps
tatives in order to gain support for April 9 at 7:30 pm For additional
they haven't had a heyday with this for a very goodreason:credible witinformation please contact myself at
Senator Schiff.
nesses.
controversy.
Two leadingresearcherson the 667-2728 or Pat Packard at 860-4250.
Any
case
that
boasts
six
U.S.
Army
The press usuallyfindshumor in
Roswell case will be in the area to give
stories of UFOs and alien abduction. generals, various military personnel,
an in-depth presentation on the evi- BRIAN P. SKOW
Given that many UFOreportscan be scientists, medical doctors, morticians
dence that supports the hypothesis of a Field Investigator
explained and some can be rightfully and college professors as a list of witcrashed extraterrestrial spacecraft. ASK/MUFON
exposed as a hoax, it should also be nesses deserves utmost attention.
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WWSU's problems are not racial ones
Inresponseto Ceedauz Da Man's
letter in the March 30 edition of The
Guardian, in which he attacked
WWSU for being racist:
First of all, I agree with you totally and completely that it is unfair
to schedule all shows other than alternative on weekends and midnight.
I can't do my heavy metal show
this quarter because of early classes.
I have pleaded with the people in
charge at the station to change that
policy.
However, where I must disagree
with you is where you made the
implication this is a racial thing.

Correction

In the March 30 issue of The
I am not a director at WWSU, but Guardian, the letter titled
Anybody who plays music other
than alternative gets the shaft, not I do know the directors there have "Former WWSU employee says
worked very hard to make it sound radio station caters to chosen
just the African-American DJs.
You also made mention minori- like professional radio.
few" failed to correctly attribute
ties are "constantly skipped over for However, what they can't seem to the letter, which was written by
understand
is
that
it
does
not
work
at
director positions."
Chris Joseph.
As long as I've been involved a college station.
Guardian policy states letters
with WWSU, no minorities have ap- Finally, I wish you, Mr. Ceedauz to the editor must have the
Da Man would have used your real writer's signature, full name and
plied for a director position.
Also, who is to say just because a name in your letter so I could ad- daytime phone number. It is not
minority applies for a position a mi- dress these issues with you person- policy to run letters signed with
nority will get a position, unless of ally.
nicknames or pseudonyms. The
course you would want a quota
Guardian apologizes for any inBRAD WOEBKENBERG
policy.
convenience this may have
Jobs go to the most qualified indi- Mass Communication
caused.
viduals who apply, period.
Junior

6
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Sculpture creates a new Scenario "Tuition"
continui-d from page 1

"non-objective"
By AARON HARRIS
Special Writer
As construction continues on
the Student Union, finishing
touches are being put on the student center's atrium.
On March 31 workers installed
a bronze sculpture in the atrium.
The sculpture. Scenario, consists
of two vertical slabs and a water
clement running between them.
The sculpture's columns are 18
and 24 feet tall. Its design incorporates fiber optic lighting.
A committee of Wright State
officials chose Scenario from designs submitted by five artists recommended by the Ohio Arts Council.
"We chose Scenario because it
is a very powerful abstract." said
art instructor Jerry McDowell, a
committee member. "It is very dramatic and it compliments the space
very well."
University Center Director
Kathy Morris agrees. "I think it is
an interactive piece that students
can identify easily. I think it could
become a landmark," Morris said.
Artist Ken Valimaki. who
sculpted Scenario, said the piece is
"non-objective" and open to interpretation. "I hope that people at
least notice it and that it might
inspire them to imagine." Valimaki
said. Valimaki's work includes
sculptures in Columbus' public li
brary and Capital University.
The Arts Council's Percent for
Art program provided funding for
Scenario. The program stipulates
that for every public construction

in day care capacity and the paving
of parking lots.
Some students asked about the
rise in lees said they feel the increase is unnecessary.
"It's not a big difference, but if
they keep raising it every year it
could be a problem." said Denitra
Reynolds, a freshman nursing major.
Mathematics sophomore James
Brycc Howell said he feels the increase is just another instance of
bureaucratic abuse.
"I am rather unsurprised to learn
that the price of the university, as
with anything else associated with
our government, has increased yet
again," Howell said. "Is the cost of
education truly rising this fast or
has a bloated administration caused
the rise in costs?"
Student Government President
David Kirkhart said he has negative opinions toward the proposed
photos by Scott Cozzolino increase. "I agree it's out of hand;
it's ridiculous," he said.
(Left to right) Kim Yu, Ken Valimaki, Michael Minkos, Mark Morrison and Roger Batton
SG Rep. LaShawne Meriwether
stand proudly in front of the sculpture they installed in the Student Union atrium.
said. "They should try to keep college affordable through scholarThis scale model in
ships and financial aid and attempt
University Center
66
T hope that people
to retain students regardless of fee
Director Kathy
increases."
Morris' office
JLat least notice it
Kirkhart said he too would like
shows what
and that it might into see the state contribute more to
Scenario will look
higher education.
like once plastic
spire them to imagRisacher agrees.
wrap is removed.
ine."
"There needs to be a real etfort
Scenario cost
at
the
state level to increase fund—Ken Valimaki
about S130,000 to
ing to higher education with a goal
construct.
of keeping higher education atUniversity Center
project exceeding $4 million, one
fordable to students." she said.
spokesman Bill
percent of the total cost must go
Kirkhart believes students need
Shepard said he
towards the acquisition of artwork
to speak out. "SG can do some
expects the atriuri
for the project.
things but students must get inportion of the
Since the Student Union cost
volved." he said. "If people don't
Student Union to
approximately $13 million, the figdo something it (tuition) will conopen by the end of
ure for Scenario comes to about
tinue to go up." Kirkhart added.
the spring quarter.
SI 30.000.

NEW FOR '94

N o , it's n o t a car...
b u t it w i l l h e l p y o u
deal w i t h yours.

T h e O f f i c e of P a r k i n g Services'
n e w office hours a r e 8 : 3 0 a m t o
4 : 3 0 p m M o n d a y t h r o u g h Friday.

Now Appearing
in The Guardian
Comics Section

These new hours will go
in effect starting Monday
April I Ith, 1994.
Catch the
classic sci-fi
comic series
each week!
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goes from week to week some- else. Most students would probtimes makes it easier to cut corners ably give up the cost of a large soda
and keep the "wants" of life from a day. and even that dollar a day
Handling money is an every- getting in the way of the "needs." can add up pretty fast when it's in
Citibank recommends keeping a savings account earning interest.
day thing for college students, and
Experts recommend starting
most would probably say it's not a track of goals with a budget. The
problem. But throw in the term company also recommends closely savings and checking accounts as
following
the
balance
on
all
credit
the
top ways to establish credit. A
"responsibly" and the reactions
might range from laughter to down- cards and checking accounts, es- representativeofTrans Union Corcast eyes as thoughts of last week's pecially automatic teller withdraw- poration (TUC), one of the major
call to mom and dad comes to mind. als which have a way of creeping credit reporting agencies in the
U.S., said local banks are a good
As the end of yet another aca- up at the end of the month.
On-campus residents have ac- form of extension of credit and a
demic year is fast approaching,
cess
to
help
with
budget
problems
good resource for that first loan.
many students look forward to the
Angela Mcrcuri. a WSU alumna
extra paycheck a summer job will through the Office of Residence
bring, promising themselves they'll
save more for next year and wondering when people finally reach
the magical age when money is no
longer a problem.
Face it, folks. This is a myth.
But according to a new public
service program from Citibank (the
MasterCard and Visa people), there
is hope for the under-30 crowd to
learn how to manage personal finances. In a pamphlet available to Life. The Offices of Financial Aid who works for the new accounts
students through a toll-free phone and Collections are also good re- department of Citizens Federal
number. Citibank covers the ba- sources for information on manag- Bank in Centerville said checking
and savings accounts in good standsics of making a budget, saving ing school on a budget.
Saving money while still in ing arc the easiest way to establish
money and establishing credit.
Many students pride themselves school may sound ridiculous, but credit because they don't cost anyon living from moment to moment, starting good savings habits now thing at many banks and prove the
and the idea of setting up a budget will make it easier to continue after holder can save money.
An account in good standing
seems too restrictive for their way graduation, when bills may seem
has been in reasonably good shape
of life (unless it's the end of the even more overwhelming
Citibank recommends "paying for at least a year. Although a few
month and they've eaten ramen
and peanut butter for 6 days). Just yourself first" — putting money bounced checks won't ruin credit,
being able to see where the money toward savings before anything too many rubber payments might.

By CHRISTINE ARNOLD
Associate Writer

Mercuri doesn't recommend
getting loans to establish credit,
even with a co-signer. Often the
co-signer gets the credit, even
though they aren't paying the loan.
She does recommend obtaining a store credit card because you
can get a lower maximum credit
limit than the major cards and it
looks great to have paid your bill
on time.
Mcrcuri and TUC warn against
businesses promising to extend
unwarranted credit orfixproblems
for a fee.

S

aving money while still in school may sound ridiculous, but
starting good savings habits now will make it easier to
continue after graduation, when bills may seem even more overwhelming.
Companies that are considering lending money check individual
credit or payment histories at credit
reporting agencies. According to a
representative of TUC. larger retailers send computer tapes of payment transactions automatically
every month to credit reporting
agencies, and some of the businesses that extend special credit (at
outrageous interest rates) may not
even report to these agencies.
In these cases, money paid to-

ward the debt won't be recorded in
the borrower's favor. Copies of
individual credit histories may be
obtained from TUC and the other
major reporting agencies free or
for a minimal charge.
If you have had problems with
credit or debt already, there are
usually ways to fix it without resorting to these businesses.
Lutheran Social Services and other
social service-oriented agencies
have special programs for debt
management and classes on how to
manage money and a budget.
These kinds of services are generally free or inexpensive.
Finally, while Citibank would
presumably love to have your business. a major credit card is probably not the best way to start a trip
to financial freedom. It's easy to
get in over your head with cash
advances and purchases, and according to Mercuri, it's common
for young adults to "max out" their
cards and then start a cycle of debt
that is difficult to pay off.
If you do decide to get a major
credit card while you're still in the
twentysomething crowd, use care
in keeping track of what you owe
and never, never give anyone your
card number over the phone unless
you're absolutely sure what they're
going to do with it.
The pamphlet. College Guide
to Personal Money, is available by
calling Citibank at (800) 833-9666.
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Spring cleaning applies to cars, too
Warm
weather
signals time
to check
auto fluids,
belts and
hoses
By KIMBERLY A. BIRD
Staff Writer

'

"No one wants to be that guy on the side
of the highway with smoke barreling out of
their car," Faulkner said. "The main thing I
can say is the hoi summer months arc grueling on your car. It's good now to spend a little
money now to take care of things so you
don't run into major repair expenses."
According to Larry Caswell, owner and
operator of Precision Tune at 4864 Airway
Road, besides oil changes and cooling system servicing, also essential is brake inspection.
"You should develop a procedure where
you're staying on top of your car mainteon the most significant car concern this time nance needs," Caswell said. "Tune ups arc
of year.
important too because they improve the over"The most important thing is to change all efficiency of a car."
your oil. You need to make sure all the fluids
Casewcll feels annual spring auto inspecare full." Faulkner said. "Also important is tions arc a good idea because many people
checking the antifreeze. Antifreeze plays a are out on the roads more frequently and for
very important role in the summer, probably longer trips as the weather gets nicer.
more so in the summer than winter, because
"Business usually picks up for us in the
it keeps your car from boiling over."
spring because people will start traveling —
Faulkner also recommendschecking belts basically checking all these items to make
and hoses before summer finally arrives.
sure the car's safe for road trips," he said.

T o one wants to be that guy on the side of the
JL N highway with smoke barreling out of their car.
The main thing I can say is the hot summer months are
grueling on your car. It's good now to spend a little
money now to take care of things so you don't run into
major repair expenses."
— Tim Faulkner

"Clunk, cling, chug, chug," says your car
as you jolt down the roadway, rushing off to
work or school or to meet your significant
other. Perhaps these sounds signal the need
to take your vehicle to the nearest service
station.
Having a professional check under the
hood before the weather gets warm might be
worth your time.
According to Larry Filo, owner of Metric Motors, an automotive shop located at
4750 Wilmington Pike, spring is a good time corrode these items. Going to a shop that
knows your car is also an important considto get general maintenance done on cars.
"It's a good idea to go ahead and change eration. according to Filo. "When you go to
the oil," Filo said. "Put the correct weight oil someone who specializes in certain cars,
in the car. In the summertime a heavier they're going to be more familiar with the
weight oil might be needed because there's ins and outs of your car," he said.
Another important springtime car mainmore heat." Warmer weather can cause vehicles to overheat more easily and a heavier tenance consideration includes checking out
your
cooling system, according to Tim
weight oil may alleviate summertime stress.
Filo also recommends inspecting brakes Faulkner, store manager of Jiffy Lube at
and tires because during the winter salt can 4898 Airway Road But he agrees with Filo

CAR MAINTENANCE TIPS
Spring

is

an

time to prepare

your vehicle

for warm weather
or the grueling
campus.
experts
ley

offer

preparing

excellent

car

from the Miami
suggestions
cars

and summer.
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weight for summer.

road trips

commute

Several

OIL
Change oil to a heavier

for

to
care
Val-

OTHER FLUIDS
Antifreeze is just as important during summer as during

make or model.

wear and stress.

winter.

TUNE UPS

on
spring

TIRES
Check out tires for areas of

SPECIALISTS
Some shops specialize in
imports or certain types of
cars. These experts are more
familiar with their specialty
than people who service any

BRAKES
Spring is a good time to get
brakes inspected.

COOLING SYSTEM
Consider checking your car's
air conditioning before the sweltering summer months set in.

T h i s m a i n t e n a n c e improves the overall efficiency
of a car and may prolong its
life.
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Film
majors
screen
five films
for $5
Students in the Wright State
University Department of Theatre
Arts present the fifth annual Big
Lens Film Festival April 8-9 at the
New Neon Movies in downtown
Dayton. The program is made up
of five films recently completed by
students in the motion pictures program at WSU.
These films represent a larger
community of individuals dedicated to making movies and working in the motion picture industry.
The films to be screened are:
Playing the Numbers, a documentary about Americans' fascination with playing the lottery (produced, directed and edited by Chris
Monnier)
Jason, a documentary about a
local underground artist (David S.
McFarland. director and editor;
Mark Schuster, director of photography and editor; Chuck Smith,
producer and editor)
CONFRONTATIONS: A Film
About the Abortion Controversy, a
realistic look at one of the most
divisive topics in U.S. history (by
Mark R. Lyons)
This is the Picture, an experimental narrative dealing with alienation (Holley Whitley, director and
producer; Evelyn Brcckenridgc,
producer; featuring Ann Was,
Geoff Berkman and Sam Hanson)
Any Minute, a dark comedy
about the nature of death, motherhood and bowling (directed, edited
and photographed by Marco
Fargnoli; featuring Kay Bosse, Jim
Lock wood and Brian Fagan)
The screenings are Friday at
7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 3:15
p.m. Tickets cost $5 and arc available at the New Neon Movies, 130
E. Fifth St., Dayton. Call 222-7469
for ticket information.

photo by Scott CoMOltno
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April ushers in Asian-American Heritage Month
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Writer
Knowledge is power.
In conjunction with WSU's
Office of Multicultural Affairs, a
coalition of Asian-American students hopes to empower the university community during April
through a series of activities
planned in observance of AsianAmerican Heritage Month.
"It's a chance for everyone on
campus to see the diversity at
Wright State," said Michelle
Peterson of the month-long celebration.
Asian-American Heritage
Month allows Asian-American students to share their traditions with
other students who may know little
about other cultures. Recta Saini

and Mahendra Mohan said they
also hope to find out more about
the rest of Asia while she sharing
their culture.
"The other Asian cultures are
new to me," Mohan said. "It's a
learning experience."
Saritha Venumbaka said the
April celebration should also communicate the differences between
the many unique Asian cultures.
"We want this to be entertaining
and at the same time an educational experience for students," she
said.
The observance of AsianAmerican Heritage Month also
givesU.S. citizens with Asian backgrounds the opportunity to explore
their own history further, according to Anupam Bedi.
Asian-Americans who may be

"americanized" can learn from
Asians who have come to this country more recently.
"For me it's a connection to the
past," Saini said.
The April activities give nonAsians a chance to see what life i:
like in Asia, said David Yu. "It will
give them an opportunity to see
what the rest of the world does," he
added.
Yu also said he believes when a
student from any culture gets to
know an Asian person, stereotypes
can be broken down. Asians are
not all overachieving concert pianists, he said.
"Really not all of us are like
that—not even close," Yu stressed.
"The only way we can break
down stereotypes is to celebrate
each other and learn from one an-

other," said Abbie RobinsonArmstrong, associate vice president for multicultural affairs. "If
you have real knowledge that I
have shared with you about my
culture, then it's very difficult for
you to stereotype my group."
"The most important thing to
me nowadays is to try and understand others, because the less we
know about others the more uncomfortable we feel," said Hussain
Pervaiz. "We live in a world that
seems very big but is really very
small."
Pervaiz said he hopes something as simple as the observance
of Asian-American Heritage
Month will encourage people to
look at others as individuals rather
than mere products of their background.

ASIAN-AMERICAN FEST CALENDAR OF EVENTS — APRIL 1994 t
Thursday, April 7
VIETNAMESE CUISINE
An interactive cooking demonstration featuring Vietnamese
spring rolls. Reservations required. Campus Ministry, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday, April 11
ASIAN-AMERICAN FEST
OPENING RECEPTION
Asian-Americans will model national costumes from China, India. Japan. Korea, Thailand and
Vietnam. Food, music and door
prizes. Upper Hearth Lounge,
noon to 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 13
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER:
AN OPPORTUNITY TO
UNDERSTAND ASIANAMERICAN CULTURES
A lively discussion with WSU
Asian-American students whose
heritages are Chinese. Indian,
Pakistani, Thai and Vietnamese.

The multicultural discussion will be
facilitated by Dr. Phylliss
Henderson, associate professor of
education and human services. The
open forum will explore these topics: Are Asian students a "model"
minority?; the role of women in Asia;
use of first and last names. Refreshments and door prizes. Upper
Hearth Lounge, noon to 1 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
CHINESE CUISINE
An interactive cooking demonstration featuring Chinese cuisine,
Fukien style. Specials include fried
rice stick and fried rice. Special
appearance by chef and owner of
Hunan Express restaurant. Reservations required. Campus Ministry,
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday, April 18
HOW TO USE CHOPSTICKS
A hands-on demonstration. Prizes
will be awarded to successful chopsticks users. Allyn Hall Lounge,

12:30-4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 19
IKEBANA
Japanese floral art demonstration,
based on a harmony of simple linear construction and appreciation
of the subtle beauty of flowers and
natural material. Upper Hearth
Lounge, noon to 1 p.m.
Wednesday, April 20
ORIGAMI
Demonstration of the Japanese art
of folding paper into various objects (birds, animals, fish, flowers,
etc.) without cutting or pasting. Allyn
Hall Lounge, 12:30-4 p.m.
Thursday, April 21
JAPANESE CUISINE
An interactive cooking demonstration featuring thick roll sushi (vegetables only), fried tofu and Japanese green tea. Reservations required. Campus Ministry. 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

Monday, April 25
CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
Demonstration of Chinese handwriting. Allyn Hall Lounge, 9 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 27
MARTIAL ARTS
Demonstration of various forms
of self-defense. Cafeteria Extension, UniversityCenter, noon
to 1 p.m.
Thursday, April 28
INDIAN CUISINE
An interactive cooking demonstration featuring Indian samosa
(deep fried pastry with potato,
peas and meat) and Indian
spiced tea. Reservations required. Campus Ministry, 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
A small tee is requiring for the cooking demonstrations. All other e vents
are free. For more information, contact Mai Nguyen at 873-2311 or
Cheryl Lamb at 873-2798.
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ELECTIOI
SET!
Elections will be held M

id 4

Candidates arc needed to
following positions:
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT
and
R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S for the:
College of BUSINESS and ADMINISTRATION
College of ENGINEERING and COMPUTER SCIENCE
College of EDUCATION and HUMAN SERVICES
College of SCIENCE and MATH
College of LIBERAL ARTS
School of GRADUATE STUDIES
School of MEDICINE
School of NURSING
Packets can be picked up in the SOLD office after April 8.
For more information, contact Trcsa Barlage at 873-5570.

Earn Extra
Cash!
You can bank on us.
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
7:00am-9:30pm
Friday
7:00am-9:00pm
Saturday
8:00am-5:00om
Sunday
8:00am-5:00pm
Call For Info: ^
224-1973

New Donors:
Please arrive
two hours
prior to
closing.

II2

JIMMY

HOLLYWOOD
* • *

You have to give writer-director Barry Levinson a lot of credit
—after (he ambitious hut bombastic failure of Toys, you would think
he'd want to play it safe.
Bui this edgy, dark comedy is
about as risky as it gels in this
atmosphere of juvenile fluff.
It's not perfect, but il makes up
for its llaws with a rare sense of
originality, style and wit that will
no doubt go unappreciated by ihe
Miglily Ducks crowd.
Joe Pesci stars as Jimmy Alto, a
struggling Hollywood actor who
turns media vigilante when his car
radio is stolen. With the hclpof his
mentally defective sidekick William (Christian Slater), Jimmy videotapes the crook then captures
him and anonymously drops him
off at the police station.
When the news media play the
duo up as heroes, Jimmy finds he
enjoys the misguided attention —
enough to continue the escapades
despite the protests of his girlfriend
(Victoria Abril, a regular of acclaimed Spanish director Pedro
Almodovar's films in her charming American debut).
Levinson's ironic fable at times
brings to mind Martin Scorccsc's
classic Taxi Driver and The King
of Comedy — ihe former for its
gritty portrayal of an urban cesspool and the latter for its disturbing
parody of show-biz dreams gone
horribly wrong.
Jimmy isn't quite in that league;
it's not nearly as physically or psychologically violent, but it has its
own offbeat charms.
Pesci is simply terrific here,
contrasting
his usual motor mouth
cockincss
with
a
wounded vulnerability and
desperate fanaticism for success.
His Abbott-and-Costello riffs
with Slater, who's dead-on in an
atypical role, are often both humorous and heartbreaking without
forcing either characteristic. And
Levinson's portrait of an anarchic,
corrupt city called Hollywood is
remarkably real despite the film's
flights of fancy.
Jimmy Hollywood will definitely not be everyone's cup of tea
— that doesn't make it any less a
brave, daring and original piece of
work. It's a film of wicked wit.

"Wild Thing" Rick Vaughn (Charlie Sheen) is taunted by
Rachel (Margaret Whitton) after she manages to buy back
the team ir Major League II.
insightful social commentary and
unexpected pleasures — the kind
of movie Jimmy Alto's Hollywood
used to make. (Robert Meeker)
MAJOR LEAGUE II * •
Warner Bros, had a home run
on its hands with the 1989 comedy
smash Major League. Unfortunately. the second-at-bat. Major
League II, looks like a strike out.
Charlie Sheen reprises his role
as Rick "Wild Thing" Vaughn,
fireball pitcher for the Cleveland
Indians.
Also returning arc Tom
Berenger. now acoach. and Corbin
Bcrnscn as Roger Dorn. who now
owns
the
team.
Missing
from
the
original cast
is Wesley
Snipes, who
was apparently too high-priced a free agent
for this film. His character, base
stealer extraodinaire Willie Mays
Hayes, is played admirably by
Omar Epps.
The plot is remarkably predictable and the film uses many of the
same comedic devices as the original. Some are funny; others seem
like a real effort to garner laughs.
We find out at the beginning of
the film, after the victory over the
New York Yankees shown in Major League, the Tribe has been
swept out of the playoffs by the

REVIEWS

plasma alliance
" p e o p l e helping people"

Up to $90.00
in just 2 weeks!
II*

Jimmy Hollywood couples dark
comedy with offbeat charm

LMi MUSIC

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation

p

Spotlight

Plasma Alliance. 165 E. Helena St
Dayton, Ohio .(RTA Bus 22)
I.D. and Proof of Age Required

Chicago White Sox.
As the season comes down to
the wire, the Indians are in a dead
heat with the White Sox for the
pennant and a chance at a World
Series. I won't give away anything else, but I don't think it takes
a brain to figure out the rest.
The film's saving grace is the
return of radio play-by-play man
Harry Doyle, played again by baseball funnyman Bob Uecker. As
the Indians bumble through the
season, Doyle starts hitting the
hard booze and gives hisown brand
of radio broadcasting, a la the
Cubs' Harry Carry.
Another bright spot is Randy
Quaid, who plays a rabid Tribe
fanatic. Quaid, who is not credited
in the film, is a "bleacher creature" who becomes so disenchanted with the Indians he turns
against them.
Some of his harassmenls are
worth remembering for your own
trip to the ballpark.
On the whole, this film tries
too hard for the laughs. The movie
relies too heavily on the original's
humor while not providing enough
new material.
As a born and bred Indians fan
I have not seen the team contend
for a pennant in my life. Major
League gave me a look at what
could be.
Major League II does nothing
but remind me Cleveland hasn't
won a pennant since 1954. (Bill
Shea)

The Scores
FROM LAST WEEK

Baseball
WSU def. Eastern Illinois 2-1
WSU dcf. Eastern Illinois 6-2
Eastern Illinois def. WSU 8-7
Softball
Dayton def. WSU 6-3
Dayton def. WSU 2-1
Butler dcf. WSU 8-5
WSU tied Butler 4-4
Golf

WSUfinished10th out of 14
teams at the Johnny Walker
Invitational
Men's Tennis
WSU def. Dayton 4-3
WSU def. Dayton 3-2
WSU def. Malone 5-2
WSU def. Chicago St. 5-2
WSU dcf. Chicago St. 6-1

The Sports
Calendar
Wednesday, April 6
Baseball hosts Louisville at 3
p.m.
Softball at Miami (doubleheader) at 2 p.m.
Women's tennis at Marshall at
2 p.m.
Thursday, April 7
Golf at the Marshall University
Invitational (tournament run
through April 10.
Friday, April 8
Softball hosts Youngstown St.
(doubieheadcr) at Delco Park
in Kettering at 3 p.m.
Women's tennis at Evansville
at 3 p.m.
Men's tennis at Eastern Illinois
Saturday. April 9
Women's tennis vs. Eastern
Illinois (at Evansville) at 9 a.m.
Baseball hosts Youngstown St.
at 1 p.m.
Women's tennis vs. Western
Kentucky (at Evansville) at I
p.m.
Softball hosts Cleveland St.
(doublehcader) at Delco Park
in Kettering at 3 p.m.
Men's tennis at Valparaiso
Sunday, April 10
Baseball hosts Youngstown St.
at I p.m.
Softball hosts Eastern Illinois
(at Delco Park in Kettering) at
Noon
Tuesday, April 12
Softball at Ohio State
(doubieheadcr) at 3 p.m.

Nischvv. tz
wins No. 600
WSU Head Coach
reaches coaching
milestone

to shutout the Vikings 8-0.
"I think the second game
showed we are the better team,"
said Jarosz.
Game two was also big for
Nadeau. who gave up only two hits
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
in the seven innings he pitched.
Associate Writer
"I think the game went well,
With a 6-2 win over Eastern and it was an important conference
Illinois. Wright State's Ron win." said Nadeau.
The Raiders are off to a good
Nischwitz chalked up his 600th
career win as WSU's Head Coach. start in the Mid-Con and look to
Nischwitz, whose first career repeat as conference champs.
"It will be tough." said senior
win as a Head Coach came with a
6-4 victory over Miami (OH) on outfielder Tyler Iller. "but we have
a
lot
of talent and a good class of
March 26.1975. needed 15 wins at
the beginning of the season to reach freshmen. There is always room
for improvement, but I'm confi600.
"I felt pretty good about the dent we can win conference."
Teamwork will also be a big
600th win. but I would have liked
to win all three games," said asset to repeating as conference
Nischwitz. "We need to swecpcon- champions.
tile photo
"Overall it's a close team. The
ference games. The team is startR o n N i s c h w i t z h a s s p e n t 20 y e a r s i n t h e Raider d u g o u t .
ing to show signs of playing well, freshmen are starting to come into
t'leir own and play like they ve Brian Anderson to the major the talent of our pitchers and I think
but sweeps would be better."
it will come together."
Winning two of the three games been here a long time," said Jarosz. leagues.
As the season progresses, the
"Anderson's pitching was like
against Eastern, the Raiders im- "We can definitely rely on each
players feel they will pick up more
proved to 15-11 overall and 5-3 in other down the stretch, and that's an automatic win." said Nadeau
with a laugh. "Players had a lot of wins and obtain a third conference
important."
the Mid-Continent Conference.
Nadeau also leels pitching be- confidence in him and it is never championship.
Junior Kris Jarosz was happy to
" I think our chances are very
sec his coach reach the 600-win hind a good defense will give them easy to replace someone like that.
"Even so. we are confident in good," said Jarosz.
an edge.
plateau.
"We have a pretty good starting
"It's great to be a part of that,
even if it is only a small one." he rotation with young arms that can
pitch
a lot of innings, and the desaid. "It is remarkable for him to
3 p.m
LOUISVILLE
have been around so long and do so fense is improving." he said. "Scott
APR. 6
YOUNGSTOWN STATE* 1 p.m
well. Not all coaches can say that. Huntsman is a good, reliable closer.
APR. 9
Scan Sullins. Matt Clark and Casey
He deserves a lot of respect."
YOUNGSTOWN STATE* 1 p.m
APR. 10
7 p.m
"He is a good coach and is Mattcson are also doing well."
OHIO STATE
APR. 13
Signs
of
a
young,
but
strong,
really helping the team by spend3 p.m
WESTERN ILLINOIS*
APR. 16
ing more time with the new re- pitching staff is encouraging for
3 p.m
WESTERN ILLINOIS*
APR. 17
cruits and pitchers. He deserves a WSU since the Raiders lost ace
2 p.m
EASTERN KENTUCKY
APR. 20
lot of credit." said sophomore
3 p.m
at Dayton
Apr. 21
pitcher Joe Nadeau.
3 p.m
at Anderson
Of the last five games, two
Apr. 22
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee 1 p.m
against Cleveland State and three
Apr. 23
against Eastern Illinois over the
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee 1 p.m
Apr. 24
weekend. WSU came out on lop
7 p.m
at Cincinnati
Apr. 26
with a record of 3-2.
3 p.m
at Xavier
Apr. 27
The first game against Cleve2 p.m
at Detroit-Mercy
May 1
land State ended with the Vikings
4 p.m
at Louisville
May 3
prevailing 12-3. something the
3 p.m
at Eastern Kentucky
May 4
Raiders did not count on from their
7 p.m
CINCINNATI
Mid-Con opponent.
MAY 5
1 p.m
"They were just hitting really
at Illinois-Chicago*
May 7
1 p.m
well." said Jarosz. "Sometimes
at Illinois-Chicago*
May 8
those things happen and we just
7 p.m
INDIANA
MAY 9
have to move on."
Home games in all caps
The Raiders did just that, repnoto courtesy ot sports inlormaiion
•Mid-Continent Conference games
bounding from the first game loss J o e N a d e a u

WSU 1994 Baseball Schedule
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Errors proving costly for Wright State
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Associate Writer

but the hitting just wasn't there. swung towards the Raiders, but
She said 'h<* Raiders made good darkness set in and the game was
contact.
hits turned into called.
As the signs of spring begin to inficldg!
• wentstraight
"We were going to play sudden
emerge, the metallic ping of soft- to people
-ayton's hits death, with them being down to
ball bats fills the air as Wright found the»
_s.
their third and fourth string pitchSlate'ssoftbal! learn labors through
The story .
second game ers ... I think we could have pulled
its season.
was the team playc. well, but just out a win." said Lane.
March 29. the Raiders faced couldn't pull it out.
The Raiders biggest problem
crosstown rival Dayton in adouble"The second game was close the past four games has been the
header at Delco Field. WSU and the team played well," said errors and lack of offense.
dropped both games. 6-2, 2-1, as Schurr. "We were tryerrors and poor hitting took its toll. ing to be aggressive in
"We had some errors that didn't the last inning... the tyhelp," said junior infielder Kelly ing run was thrown out
Goodwin.
at the plate."
Assistant Coach Nancy Schurr
Another doubleagreed with Goodwin, who said header, this time with
mental errors by everyone, not just the Butler Bulldogs,
freshmen, played a major role in came next for the Raidboth losses. She added a lack of ers. An 8-5 defeat put
offense has been a problem the another "L" in WSU's
entire season.
record book. The secSenior Brandec Mikulich. a co- ond game, which lasted
captain and last season's pitching two hours and 19 minace, has been sidelined with an arm utes, was ended early,
injury.
the score tied at four.
She is tentatively scheduled to
As Mikulich was
return next week. Mikulich posted still sidelined, the three
a 3.00 ERA over 158.7 innings for freshmen were on the
a 7-1 record last season.
mound again and misThe starting pitching duties takes and errors haunted
have stayed with Jodi Nofflce, the team. Anderson
Ashley Anderson and Adrienne pitched a complete
Ristas.
game in the latter game
PIHJIU courtesy oi sports intomiatton
According to junior outfielder of the doubleheader.
Molly Lane, the freshmen did well.
WSU senior co-captain Amy Smith
The momentum

"We usually have one bad inning that everything doesn't click."
said freshman Angie Wallace. That
statement basically sums up the
first part of the season thus far.
The Raiders hope to find the
open spaces and cut down the errors when they travel to play Mi-

ami (OH) on April 6.
The weekend brings the first
Mid-Cont inent Conferences games
of the year against the likes of
Youngstown State on April 8 and
Cleveland State the following day.
Both games are at Delco Park in
Kettering at 3 p.m.

WSU 1994 Softball Schedule
Apr. 6
APR. 8
APR. 9
APR. 10
Apr. 12
APR. 13
Apr. 15

at Miami
YOUNGSTOWN STATE*
CLEVELAND STATE*
EASTERN ILLINOIS*
at Ohio State
INDIANA STATE
at Northern Illinois*

Apr. 16
Apr. 19
APR. 22
APR. 23
Apr. 25
APR. 27
Apr. 29
May 5
MAY 7-8

at Western Illinois*
at Eastern Kentucky
DEPAUL*
WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY*
at Akron
BOWLING GREEN
at Valparaiso*
at Detroit Mercy
WSU INVITATIONAL
Northeastern Illinois, Dayton
ILLINOIS.CHICAGO*
Mid-Con. Tournament
at Northern Illinois

MAY 9
May 12
May 14

2 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
TBA
3 p.m.
TBA

Home games in all caps
'Mid-Contineni Conference games

Mother nature holding Wright State back early on
Raiders struggle in
first match of the
spring season
By BILL SHEA
Staff Writer
As the bright spring sun begins
toemerge from under the gray winter sky, a familiar sight can be seen
across the land.

Men and women scrambling
across hill and dale, lugging a bag
and whacking at a little white ball.
Yes it's that time of year again,
golf season, but the chilling weather
still lingers.
Wright State Golf Coach Fred
Jefferson credited the poor performance of the WSU golf team to the
poor weather in the area and, more
importantly, a lack of playing time
for the Raiders.

The Raiders opened their spring
season at the Johnny Owens Invitational in Kentucky, finishing 10th
in a field of 14 at the 54-holc competition.
"We've had some pretty oad
weather, but we can't make excuses," said Jefferson.
Almost all of the other teams in
the tournament had already been in
competition, and Louisville, the
local favorite and tournament win-

W r i g h t State U n i v e r s i t y 1994 S p r i n g G o l f S c h e d u l e
April 1-2
A p r i l 7-9
A p r i l 11
A p r i l 15-17
A p r i l 21-23
M a y 1-3
M a y 6-8
M a y 25-28
J u n e 6-10

at University of Kentucky Invitational
at Marshall University Invitational
O h i o Collegiate Classic
(hosted by Wright State University)
at Rutherford Invitational
—
(hosted by P e n n St.)
f
at Kent State Invitational
|j|
Mid-Continent C h a m p i o n s h i p
11&
(hosted by Eastern Illinois).
Bruce Fossum/Spartan
' I r
(hosted by Michigan St.)
N.C.A.A. Central Regional
N.C.A.A. C h a m p i o n s h i p

\
J

"W

e've had some pretty bad weather,
but we can't make excuses."
—WSU Coach Fred Jefferson

ner, had practiced on the course in
the past.
"Other teams had three or four
tournaments while this was our first
of the spring." said Jefferson.
Kevin Jones, a junior, led the
Raiders' five-man squad with a
team low 234.
When asked about Jones.
Jefferson said, "Kevin had some
pretty good scores.
"He had a lot of good shots and
played much better than he scored,
although the later rounds don't
show it," Jefferson said.
Jones carded a team-low. firstround score of 75, followed by 77
and a final round of 82.
Senior Sam Arnold, the Raiders' 1993 MVP. shot 242 (79-8578).
Jefferson attributed Arnold's
high scoring to a lack of course

time.
"It comes from not having
played," Jefferson said.
As the weather slowly improves. the Raiders will get more
qualify rounds under their belt,
something Jefferson feels is vital
to improving scores and finishing
higher in the final standings.
"The bottom line is that we
need to play." he said.
Jefferson is confident in his
team, citing its fine play this past
autumn.
"This is a pretty experienced
group and they performed well last
fall," he said.
The Raiders travel to play i n the
Marshall Invitational on April 8-9,
and then return home to host the
36-hole Ohio Collegiate Classic
on April 11 at the Troy Country
Club.

r
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Raiders rolling with five straight wins
The WSU men's
tennis team racks
up five straight wins
By NICK MAPLES
Staff Writer
In what has been a season of
streaks, the Wright State men's
tennis team racked up five consecutive wins in three days with

wins over Malone College, the
University of Dayton and Chicago
State.
The Flyers were the first to feel
the wrath of the Raiders on March
31 as WSU took a doubleheader
from them. 4-3 and 3-2 (incomplete).
Leading the way for the Raiders was senior co-captain Mike
Puthoff.
"It was satisfying to heat UD."
said Putholf. "The rivalry between

the two schools is jusi as intense as
in basketball."
Puthoff posted two wins in scc' s by scores of 8-3 and 8ling his hand in a 9-7
In
win with senior Nate
Bi
*11«
was Puthoff making
fools out. , the Pioneers with his
never-say-die attitude against
Canton's Malone College on April
I. as the Raiders won 5-2 at Thomas Cloud Park

Wright State University 1994 Men's Tennis Schedule
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 11
APR. 14
Apr. 15
APR. 16
Apr. 18
Apr. 22
Apr. 23
Apr. 27

Eastern Illinois
Valparaiso
Indianapolis
XAVIER
Chicago State
YOUNGSTOWN ST.
Dayton
Mid-Con. Tournament
Mid-Con. Tournament
Wittenberg

3 p.m.

Indianapolis, IN
Valparaiso, IN
Indianapolis, IN
WSU
Dayton, OH
WSU
Dayton, OH
Macomb, IL
Macomb, IL
Springfield, OH

TBA
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
4 p.m.
11 p.m.
5 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

home games in all caps

Wright State University 1994 Women's Tennis Schedule
Apr. 6
Apr. 9
Apr. 10
Apr. 10
APR. 13
Apr. 15
Apr. 15
Apr. 16
APR. 20
APR. 27
Apr. 29-30

Marshall
Evansville
Eastern Illinois*
Western Kentucky
DAYTON
Cleveland St.*
Youngstown St.*
Valparaiso*
N. KENTUCKY
FINDLAY
Mid-Con. Conference

Huntington, WV
Evansville, IN
Evansville, IN
Evansville, IN
WSU
Youngstown, OH
Youngstown, OH
Youngstown, OH
WSU
WSU
Valparaiso, IN

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
9 a.m.
1 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
9 a.m.
1 p.m.
9 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
9 a.m.

home games in all caps
•conference matches

He was down a break 3-1 in the
third set to R.J. Vassas at first
singles before storming back to
win 6-3.
Puthoff then found himself in a
familiar spot again, along with senior Darrin Bollenbacher. down a
break 5-4 in the third set at first
doubles.
Alter some heated exchanges
on the court, the two Raiders
seemed to have new life and came
back for a 7-5 victory.
"He won't quit." said second
year Head Coach Bill James "He
doesn' t have it in him. He's a super
competitor."
After walking on the team as a
sophomore, the Prc-Med major
feels he has come a long way.
"1 give a 1 tH) percent all the
time." said Puthoff. "I'm just determined."
Also playing some inspired tennis was fellow senior co-captain.
Chris Harshbarger. posting wins at
sixth singles and third doubles.
Finally. WSU ended the week
April 2 with a doubleheader sweep
of Chicago Slate by scores of 5-2
and 6-1.
' However, this time it was an
underclassman leading the onslaught.
Sophomore sensation Romeo
Vutichevski won four matches
overall with two wins at first and
second singles, and two wins at
second doubles with Mike
Baldemore.
The five wins puts the Raiders
at 10-9 overall after losing six of
seven matches at a Spring Break
tournament at Hilton Head. S.C.
All in all. the losses proved to
be a learning experience for the
Raiders. They ran up against strong

tennis Division I powerhouses in
Depaul. Oregon and Troy State,
and came away with a new outlook.
"You can look at it two ways."
said Harshbarger. "Playin' tough
competition can either get you
down because of the losses or you
can gain new confidence from being able to play them. I think we
did the latter."
The last match proved to be the
biggest confidence booster as the
Raiders put away Northern Iowa 5"We played the best competition this school has ever faced.
Winning the last match really
helped for our match with UD,"
Puthoff said.
The Raiders will try to keep
that confidence going as they try to
stretch the winning streak to seven
when they face Eastern Illinois on
April 8 before traveling to
Valparaiso the next day.

WSU Coach Bill James

Wright State Fencing
Club makes its mark
Wright Stale's Fencing Club
had a strong showing in a sabre
tournament hosted by Ohio Stale's
Ohio Fencing Club, finishing first
and third.
WSU's Phil Julian and Evan
Miller, the club's president and
vice president, were the only members of the club to attend the tournament on March 6.
The tournament consisted of
eight competitors, but it was Julian
who rose above the rest, placing
first after the elimination bouts.
Miller finished the tournament
in third place, while WSU finished
in two of the top three spots. Miller

would like to see more participation from club members.
"Phil and I are the first one's to
go." he said. "We're hoping other
will go in the future."
Approximately 10 ciub members attend the meeting regularly
according to Miller.
Fencing will be coming to
Wright State's Nutter Center on
May 7 as the WSU Fencing Club
will host its own tournament.
For more meeting anil membership information on the WSU
Fencing Club, contact Phil Julian
(439-4696) or Evan Miller (8736311).

pnoio courtesy ot fencing cluD
Phil Julian (right) arid Evan Miller (left), represented WSU at a sabre tournament on Mar. 6.
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Classifieds
^ • 1 •

Soiling
Camera for Sale - Minolta
Maxxum 9000, motordrive, 2
(lashes, flashgrip, 28-80 and 75200 f/2.8 lenses. $1700 worthsell separately (total $1100) or all
for S899. Tony 435-9815 or 8735535

Employment
Positions Open at The
Guardian! Staff Writers needed.
Salaries and work hours vary for
each position. Stop by The
Guardian in the New Student
Union Oust past the New
Bookstore) and fill out an
application! Or call us at 8735537.
Greeks & Clubs Earn S50 - S250
for yourself plus UP to S500 for
your club! This fund-raiser costs
nothing and lasts one week. Call
now and receive a free gift. 1 800-932-0528 ext 65.
AA Cruise & Travel employment
guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the
world free. (Caribbean, Europe.
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry! Busy
spring/summer seasons
approaching. Guaranteed
success! Call (919)929-4398 ext.
C367.

Guardian •

Employment
INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - f.
$2,000-S4,000+/mc
basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwc
Korea. No teaching backbit id
or Asian languages required. For
info, call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5570.
Part-Time File Clerk - Downtown
law firm is looking for 2
dependable, energetic persons to
perform filing, copying and
miscellaneous clerical duties,
including filling in for receptionist
and light typing. Possible job
sharing, approximately 20 hours
per week. Flexible daytime
schedule. Send resume and
salary history to: Office Mgr., 650
Talbott Tower. Dayton. Ohio
45402.
Finding the right person for a job
isn't easy... but with The
Guardian Classifieds it can be
less of a strain. Call 873-5537.

gtkM

H

Home/Rent

General
Gay and Lesbian Students:
Become active in our civil
rights struggle! Receive
information on what action you
can take! Call 1-800-515-GAYS
(4297) for a recorded message
and leave your name and/or
phone number, or write to
:STAND UP FOR YOUR
RIGHTS. P.O. Box 3235,
Dayton, Ohio 45401-3235. You
can make a difference!

FIRWOOD APARTMENTS: Now
signing summer and tall leases,
i ,2. & 3 bedroom apts. available;
water & heat paid in most units;
swimming pool, sand volleyball, &
blacktop basketball; friendly
management, great prices! Call
294-1030 or 258-1927. or stop by
344-A Firwood Dr. near Oakwood
TODAY!

Co-ed softball team seeks two
outfielders - one male, one
woman. Team plays 3:45 p.m.,
Sundays in Kettering. Call Ray
225-2323 anytime.

Looking for someone special?
Why not market yourself... right
here...in The Guardian
Classifieds Personals section.
Describe your best qualities.See
the Classifieds banner above for
rates and information.

Home/Rent

Personals

Renting an apartment? Be sure to
list it here... in The Guardian
Classifieds. 6,000 copies of this
newspaper reach students every
week!

Start your own business while in
college. California company. Will
add 5 new reps during expansion
program. Must have
entrepreneurial spirit and sincere
desire to be financially
independent. Full or part-time
opportunity. Call 334-6626
Help wanted - Part-time summer
help to supervise, set up and run
company picnics - games, food
booths. $5.00 - $7.00/hr. Send
resume to: Fun Services, Attn:
Christy; 8118 Uehling Lane;
Dayton, Oh 45424
If you're looking for a job, make
sure you start looking in The
Guardian Classifieds!

J O B S

Students N e t t l e d !
Earn up to 52,000,/mo w o r k i n g rot
Cruiw Ships or Land-Tour companie*
World Travel Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call:
1206) 634-0468 ext. C5S70

Volunteer Writer
Positions are always
available at The
Guardian. Call 873-5535
for more information
or stop by our offices in
the new Student Union,
E-186-J & E-186-K.

spcicta
VTT

W h e n y o u buy a G u a r d i a n
Classified, y o u can j u s t leave
the charge card at home. A t
t w o bucks f o r 2 5 w o r d s , y o u
w o n ' t n e e d it. A f f o r d a b l e . . .
Effective—Guardian Classifieds!

Part-time positions available in our
Check Processing Department.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to
$8000+ in two months. Room
and board! Transportation! Male
or female. No experience
necessary. Call: 1-206-545-4155
ext. A5570.
Work in the Wild! Tour guide,
dude ranch, instructor, lifeguard,
trail maintenance, hotel staff,
firefighter + volunteer and
government positions available at
national parks. Excellent benefits
+ bonuses! Over 25.000
openings! Apply now for best
positions. For more info, call: 1206-545-4804 ext. N5570.

Employment
C R U I S E

Benefits include:
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
Hours are approximately:
M o n d a y t h r o u g h F r i d a y , 3-9 p m
S a t u r d a y 12 p m - 5 p m

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
'April 1994. September 1994, January-1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

Positions average between 15 - 20 hours per
week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
starting pay of $5.50 per hour, this includes
base pay plus an 8% shift premium pay.
Potential for increases are based on
productivity and quality of work.
If you have any questions concerning these
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
through Friday, noon to 7pm at 226-6242.
You may complete an Employment
Application Monday through Friday 10 am to
2 pm. or send resume to the address below:
SOCIETY/KEYCORP.
13th Floor
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402

l 800m 4777or
vSsft Call:
- Write: Director of Admissions

i(BY

2501 Wtsl

Minneapolis. MN 55431

EOE M/F/H/V

I
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ACROSS
I Sound ihrrp<\h
6 Bjom Bocg.
11 Adjective for
"beloved"
12 Like Heaven

43 "Happy Daw

n Iritiipnct
18 U-boa
21 Utterly

44 Partly froten
46 Spell off
47 Old doll
>1 Like birthdays
52 Almost
53 Politburo
vetoes
54 Nervous.
DOWN
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2 Pantry
3 Before
4. Actor Baldwin
5 Boxer Mike
6. Cover
paint
7 Networks
B. Com
J Window

OFF THE MARK
Clnl^L

31 Unsteady
32.I-urch frc
tide lo aide
33 Like some
Wreets
34 Payabl

by M a r k Paris!
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Find the luted words In tbc diagram. Tbcy
directiom-forward, backward, up, down and

BUGZ

UHSH

by M i k e Whaley

PUZZLE ANSWERS

/ wem

« £ « EATING 71
™ < v r SWEETS
AGAIN?

G u a r d i a n Comics & G a m c i contains w o r k s
f r o m K i n g Features W e e k l y Service. M i k e
W h a l e y . a n d M a r k Parlsl

D A R K STAR

THE PALACE CLUB

2346 GRANGE HALL RD DAYTON (BEAVERCREEK), OH 45431 PH 426.9305

ROOKS & COMICS

18 & U P W I T H S T A T E I D / U N D E R A G E D R I N K E R S P R O S E C U T E D

TUES FREE' NITE... N O COVER & GREAT
DANCE (REQUESTS) MUSIC
WEDNESDAY & S A T U R D A Y
ALTERNATIVE
•MDUSTRIAL/PROGRESSIVE
DANCE

TH» D a y o n Dally News Reviewed: " J u m p y o m e i r Into a FRENZY-

THURSDAY

7 T H

T H R U

A P R I L

SOURCE

J 1 S T

FOR C O M I C

BOOKS!

I 0 0 ' « o f N e w Issues each M o n t h !

Every

1 0 0 0 ' s of Back Issues

!

FREE Comic Book S u b s c r i p t i o n Service
1 0 % Discount to W S U students
N e w C o m i c s E v e r y W e d n e s d a y at N o o n l
D a r k Star I I I • 1273 N. Fairfield R d
Fairfield Plaza • Beavcrcrcek
427-3213

<

UVE M U S I C

A P R I L

WSU's # 1

A BETTER RESUME
A s a l o r m e r P e r s o n n e l M a n a g e r . I'll w r i t e a r e s u m e

N o w Appearing
in T h e G u a r d i a n
Comics Section

l

that will get y o u attention, r e s p e c t , a n d t h e j o b y o u w a n t !
I will a l s o r e c o m m e n d t h e best w a y t o m a r k e t y o u r
skills, talents, strengths, abilities a n d qualifications.

F R I D A Y " M O R E LIVE M U S I C
A P R I L

8 T H

•

A P R I L

I 5 T H

OEDIPUS IHMWM

/ \

fanaa

a n d how to negotiate the best salary.

LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES
STUDENTS • HANDICAPPED PERSONS • A L L TRADES & PROFESSIONS
409 RED H A W R O A D

278-3242

Catch the
classic sci-fi
comic series
each week!

r

Flack administration
to feature provost
By DAN HOCKKNSMITH
News Editor
Acting on recommendations
from a University task force.
Wrighl State President Harley
Rack announced he plans to implement a new model of decisionmaking at the university.
The new system will effect decisions as diverse as how money is
spent ai WSU to whether the university stays open during inclement weather.
The 15 member task force
chaired by Hxecutivc Assistant to
the President Mary lillen Ma/ey
presented Mack with two models
for administrative restructuring
March 14.
Flack chose the Provost Plan, a
system of administration that eliminates WSU' s current chain of com inand. Under the current system.
Five vice presidents report to the
president, who in turn reports to
the Board of Trustees.
The provost mode! combines
the current vice presidents for student and academic affairs into one
provost. An undetermined number
of "associate provosts' give input
to the provost, who reports along
with vice presidents for University
advancement and fiscal affairs directly to the president.
In a statement. Flack said, "My
hope is that this reorganization,
first and foremost, will help us
refocus our efforts toward better

serving our students."
Ma/ey said one of her goals as
task force chair was emphasizing
the university's role as a deliverer
of service.
"I think the provost model gives
them (students) a direct voice."
Mazcy said, noting the Board of
Trustees requires the president to
spend at least 50 percent ofhis lime
off-campus. Ma/ey said the provost model frees the president to
balance his internal and external
duties.
Asked why the committee recommended placing University advancement and fiscal affairs on the
same level as the provost rather
than below, Mazcy responded. As
long as the streets are plowed (and)
... the classrooms are clean ... 1
don't see the vice president for
business and finance as a direct
line for the students."
Student Government President
David Kirkhart said he worries the
Provost Plan places more emphasis on academics than on extracurricular student concerns.
"The streets being clean and
the overheads being cleaned arc
part of the issue ... outside of the
classroom is a big aspect of being a
student." Kirkhart said.
"I believe Dr. Flack is studentcentered. Whether that translates
into him totally understanding student concerns ... He has an entire
university he's dealing with,"
Kirkhart added.
The power structure at Wright
State is about to change. A new
system, called the Provost Plan,
is being created to replace the
current system of vice.
i V B B presidents and associate
BL
vice presidents. Shown
K a below is a chart detailing
the new system.

8

The Provost Plan

Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

Board of

Trustees
The Provost Plan was
approved by WSU
President Harley Flack in
Executive
University
March. The major
Assistant
President
difference between this
plan and the current
system is the creation of
Academic
a provost position. The
Council
provost is in charge ot
academic and sh'dent
affairs and
Director of
Director of
receives input
7 Athletics
Legal Affairs
from associate
provosts. The
number of
Director of
associate
Affirmative Action
provosts and
their duties is
still being
decided.
Vice President
Provost
Vice President
for University
for Business
Advancement
Associate
and
Fiscal
Provosts
Affairs
I

I

